FLOWERMATE V5.0S USER MANUAL

Dimensions: 4.09"H x 0.87"D x 2.36"W (104mmH x 22mmD x 60mmW)

Introduction:

The Flowermate V5.0S is a portable vaporizer that uses dry herbs and waxes. It features a smart memory function that will memorize the data of current use before going into safety sleep mode. During sleep mode, when press and hold the power button for 2-3 seconds, the device will automatically adjust the temperature to the previous use level. This feature helps to save battery and keep the device running smoothly. The device also has a unique portability design, easily fits in your pocket or handbag.

**Smart Temperature Levels**

- Red: 425˚F (220˚C)
- Orange: 435˚F (225˚C)
- Yellow: 445˚F (230˚C)
- Green: 455˚F (235˚C)
- Blue: 465˚F (240˚C)
- Purple: 475˚F (245˚C)
- Gray: 485˚F (250˚C)
- White: 495˚F (255˚C)
- Black: 505˚F (260˚C)

**BATTERY CHARGING**

1. Connect the charger to the power outlet.
2. Connect the charger to the device.
3. The LED light will flash RED to indicate charging.
4. The LED light will flash BLUE to indicate charging complete.

**CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE**

- Ceramic Filter: Carefully remove glass mouthpiece from device, wash gently with warm water, rinse and air dry. For more stubborn stains use a mild detergent. For carpet or rug, vacuum before cleaning.
- Borosilicate Glass Mouthpiece: Clean with warm water.
- Built with the best medical grade materials.
- Fully Isolated Air Path allows for clean and pure vaping.
- Airflow Adjustable: Using the bottom slider to regulate the amount of air flow into the chamber.
- Borosilicate glass ergonomically designed.
- Fully Isolated Air Path for its path from the electronics.
- Easily fits in your pocket or handbag. With an exchangeable packaging.
- Compact design for on the go use.
- Ensuring a clean and pure Vaping each time.

**WARRANTY**

Flowermate Technology, LLC warrants this Flowermate Technology, LLC branded device against defects in materials and workmanship. The limited warranty applies only to products manufactured by Flowermate Technology, LLC, which warranty does not apply to (i) damage caused by accident, abuse, misuse, flood, earth quake, acts of God, (ii) non-Flowermate Technology, LLC products, and (iii) non-FDA approved or rejected products. This warranty can be exchanged the product with a product warranty that is repair the product defect or capability without the "Flowermate Technology, LLC" trademark, tradename or logo.

**DISCLAIMER**

Do not drop, deform, bend, crush, puncture, incinerate, microwave, shred, paint or insert foreign objects into mouthpiece.

**TIPS**

- Press and Hold the power button for 3 seconds to resume vaping.
- The device features a smart memory function. It will memorize the data of current use before going into safety sleep mode. During sleep mode, when press and hold the power button for 2-3 seconds, the device will automatically adjust the temperature to the previous use level.
- This device is not intended for use with illegal substances.
- For on-the-go vaping, extra pods along with Load'X (best paired with our Load'X Grinder and Loader - sold separately). Use the following guidelines to clean and maintain the device.
- Fill and loading blend with a dabber tool. Do not over fill. (Note: Do not turn on device while filling. (Note: do not turn on device while loading). Tamp down with the dabber tool. Do not over fill with liquid.

**OPERATION**

1. Remove packaging and charging the device.
2.螺丝上到油/waxy chamber.
3. 通过 Load'X user manual.
4. 通过 Load'X Dry Herb Grinder and Loader!
5. Load choice blend loosely into the ceramic chamber.
6. Note: Screens (5 included) in the housing unit and its path from the electronics.

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

- Borosilicate glass mouthpiece
- Built with the best medical grade materials
- Fully Isolated Air Path for its path from the electronics
- Easily fits in your pocket or handbag. With an exchangeable packaging
- Compact design for on the go use
- Ensuring a clean and pure Vaping each time